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Liberty, Authority, Formality 2012-03-26 the essays in this volume are all inspired by the historical scholarship of j c davis
during a prolific career davis has transformed our understanding of early modern utopian literature and its contexts and
compelled students of seventeenth century english to re evaluate the significance of movements and individuals who have had a
prominent place in the historiography of the english revolution davis s analyses of groups like the levellers and individuals like
gerrard winstanley and oliver cromwell has reoriented the inquiry around the contemporary moral themes of liberty authority
and formality around which concepts this volume engages
What Is a Family? 2019-09-17 a free open access ebook is available upon publication learn more at luminosoa org what is a
family explores the histories of diverse households during the tokugawa period in japan 1603 1868 the households studied here
differ in locale and in status from samurai to outcaste peasant to merchant but what unites them is life within the social order of
the tokugawa shogunate the circumstances and choices that made one household unlike another were framed then as now by
prevailing laws norms and controls on resources these factors led the majority to form stem families which are a focus of this
volume the essays in this book draw on rich sources population registers legal documents personal archives and popular
literature to combine accounts of collective practices such as the adoption of heirs with intimate portraits of individual actors
such as a murderous wife they highlight the variety and adaptability of households that while shaped by a shared social order do
not conform to any stereotypical version of a japanese family
College Lectures on Christian Antiquities and the Ritual of the English Church; with Selections from the Ancient Canons, and the
Cambridge, Dublin, and Durham University Examination Papers 1845 de jiao teaching of virtue is a china born religious
movement based on spirit writing and rooted in the tradition of the halls for good deeds which emerged in chaozhou during the
sino japanese war the book relates the fascinating process of its spread throughout southeast asia in the 1950s and more
recently from thailand and malaysia to post maoist china and the global world through a richly documented multi site
ethnography of de jiao congregations in the prc hong kong singapore malaysia and thailand bernard formoso offers valuable
insights into the adaptation of overseas chinese to sharply contrasted national polities and the projective identity they build with
relation to china de jiao is of special interest with regard to its organization and strategies which strongly reflect the managerial
habits and entrepreneurial ethos of the overseas chinese businessmen it has also built original bonding with symbols of the
chinese civilization whose greatness it claims to champion from the periphery accordingly a central theme of the study is the
role that such a religious movement may play to promote new forms of identification with the motherland as substitutes for
loosened genealogical links the book also offers a comprehensive interpretation of the contemporary practice of fu ji spirit
writing and reconsiders the relation between unity and diversity in chinese religion
De Jiao - A Religious Movement in Contemporary China and Overseas 2010-01-01 a few years ago sun hae kim met a female
student at a british museum who was studying medieval womens social activities she was unable to find information from
women at that time because they didnt leave much in written form she then looked around for some nurses autobiographies and
again found very little information available even by florence nightingale in response to this lack of personal writing from nurses
she presents among hibiscus and roses an account of her years as a nurse she tells of the challenges of being an army nurse
and of the fun times with her fellow nurses she approached each new challenge with expectation and the hope that she would
be helping more people when she immigrated to the united states she faced new cultures languages and social life she met
many new and interesting people throughout her transition she was filled with wonder and excitement for her new life most
importantly she recounts the challenges and rewards of being a nurse for over thirty seven years in both south korea and the
united states she lived proudly a life that was not old fashioned and yet still proved she could be happy and healthy without
indulging in drugs alcohol sex and gambling sharing the too often unheard story of a nurse among hibiscus and roses describes a
unique and out of the ordinary life journey
INVOCATIONS ANTHOLOGIE DE L' INVOCATION DU PROPHETE 2013-01-01 the book examines the early history of music
theatre in romania in the nineteenth century and how it was instrumentalised as a vehicle for the overall modernization and
europeanization of the country it deals with the complex interaction between the aristocrats who imported the opera the local
public the foreign power holders in the time of the russian protectorate and the opera companies and musicians who came to
romania and shaped the musical life of the country
Among Hibiscus and Roses 2013-09-26 contains his reply to the missouri republican
Handbook of Invocations 2012-03-31 in highly accessible essays the book covers the history achievements and cutting edge
questions in the area of gender and biblical scholarship including violence and the bible female biblical god imagery and
sexuality jacket
Euro African Invocations 2006 while predecessors such as abraham cowley and guillaume du bartas either rejected the pagan
muses outright or attempted to christianize them milton invoked the inspirational power of the muses throughout his poetic
career
Invocations of Europe 2016-09-12 a study of the presence of god throughout biblical history
Spirit Invocations; Or, Prayers and Praises Publicly Offered at the Banner of Light Circle Room Free Meetings, by
More Than One Hundred Different Spirits ... Through the Vocal Organs of the Late Mrs. J. H. Conant. Compiled by
A. Putnam 1876 dr peter orford and his editing team have collected articles from the next generation of shakespeare scholars
to offer a glimpse into the future of renaissance studies the essays included were presented at the international british graduate
shakespeare conference and represent research from around the globe either exploring new territory or redefining the work of



those before them in his foreword professor stanley wells states that the essays printed here demonstrate that the future of
early modern dramatic scholarship and criticism is in good hands the articles included are seldom seene observations from
editing the launching of the mary or the seaman s honest wife by matteo pangallo thomas heywood and the construction of
taste in the repertory of queen henrietta s men by eleanor collins bawdiness crime and low characters in late elizabethan
comedy by shelly hsin yi hsieh print and elizabethan military culture by dong ha seo actors audiences and authors the
competition for control in brome s the antipodes by audrey birkett shakespeare s king richard iii the perverted machiavel by
conny loder women in the shakespearean audience recognition and authority by brian schneider dis playing history the case of
shakespeare s globe by kelly jones ever holy and unstained illuminating the feminist cenci through mary wollstonecraft and
shakespeare s titus andronicus by kristine johansan narcissus and modernity in shakespeare s sonnets by will mckenzie cowboys
and romans cymbeline and paradigmatic change in the theatre by miles gregory
Union and Anti-slavery Speeches, Delivered During the Rebellion 1864 designing distributed computing systems is a complex
process requiring a solid understanding of the design problems and the theoretical and practical aspects of their solutions this
comprehensive textbook covers the fundamental principles and models underlying the theory algorithms and systems aspects of
distributed computing broad and detailed coverage of the theory is balanced with practical systems related issues such as
mutual exclusion deadlock detection authentication and failure recovery algorithms are carefully selected lucidly presented and
described without complex proofs simple explanations and illustrations are used to elucidate the algorithms important emerging
topics such as peer to peer networks and network security are also considered with vital algorithms numerous illustrations
examples and homework problems this textbook is suitable for advanced undergraduate and graduate students of electrical and
computer engineering and computer science practitioners in data networking and sensor networks will also find this a valuable
resource additional resources are available online at cambridge org 9780521876346
Union and Anti-slavery Speeches 1864 this book traces the evolving uses of writing to command assent and obedience in early
china an evolution that culminated in the establishment of a textual canon as the foundation of imperial authority its central
theme is the emergence of this body of writings as the textual double of the state and of the text based sage as the double of
the ruler the book examines the full range of writings employed in early china such as divinatory records written
communications with ancestors government documents the collective writings of philosophical and textual traditions speeches
attributed to historical figures chronicles verse anthologies commentaries and encyclopedic compendia lewis shows how these
writings served to administer populations control officials form new social groups invent new models of authority and create an
artificial language whose mastery generated power and whose graphs became potent objects writing and authority in early
china traces the enterprise of creating a parallel reality within texts that depicted the entire world these texts provided models
for the invention of a world empire and one version ultimately became the first state canon of imperial china this canon served
to perpetuate the dream and the reality of the imperial system across the centuries
Engaging the Bible in a Gendered World 2006-01-01 investigates the themes of recollection and commemoration in a new
reading that engages with critical work on memory
John Milton's Epic Invocations 2000 genesis was a political document of the state and its major function was to exalt david and
his monarchy not only with his own people but also among the other states of that world the scribes of the monarchy used many
sources for this work and certainly the literary criticism of the past has helped us to isolate many of these sources however the
view presented here is quite different from the older criticism in that the sources that were used in this work must date from
before the exile this is obvious if the sources were used by the scribes of the davidic monarchy none of this can be said with
dogmatic zest but we can at this point discuss some reasons why it seems possible to see genesis in this way from the
introduction
The Elusive Presence 2000-03-09 filing petitions to the ruler was a common practice in the history of the middle east but despite
its social and political importance the institution of mazalim the so called investigation of complaints has still not been subjected
to adequate investigation neither its normative regulations and regional settings nor the petitions themselves as a source for
political economic social and administrative history the petitioning system in pre modern and modern iran being no exception in
contrast to royal decrees or official historiography these petitions reflect complaints of people from all social strata men and
women farmers religious people and state officials urban and rural population including nomads the petitions thus express the
perspective of common people their desires and grievances about tax collectors and governors about the malfunctioning of the
legal system and the royal administration this book is based on a sample of petitions which were submitted to nasir al din shah
between 1301 1883 and 1303 1886 and contains the texts of a selection of these petitions pertaining to the year 1301 1883
1884 as well as their classification and an analysis of the role and functioning of this institution
“Divining Thoughts” 2009-03-26 the book covers numerous tech entrepreneurial founders and software developers and the
exciting brands or products that they created it goes deep on a handful of them narrowly divulging exactly how a few software
developers and startup founders created breakthrough tech products like gmail dropbox ring snapchat bitcoin groupon and more
it highlights and unpacks the general hero worship that the media and our own minds practice about tech founders and tech
entrepreneurs this idealization of tech success can create a paradox preventing average tech professionals from their own
successful journeys this book provides hard evidence that anyone in tech can create and anyone on the peripheral of tech can
break through to the center where innovation creativity and opportunity meet the anecdotes stories evidence facts arguments
logic principles and techniques provided in this book have helped individuals and businesses engage in slow creation cycles



improve the morale of their development teams and increased their delivery potential of their technology solutions overall
average joe covers genius the systematic deconstruction and debunking of the commonly held assumptions in the tech industry
around supreme intelligence and how that intelligence has been worshipped and sought after despite the facts slow creation
how to force manufacture creative ideation how conscious and subconscious cycles of patterns details and secrets can lead to
breakthrough innovations and how those p d s cycles and systematic mental grappling can be conjured and repeated on a
regular basis little c creativity the conscious and miniature moments of epiphany that leak into our active p d s cycles of slow
creation flow why it s great but also why it s completely unreliable and unnecessary how to perpetually innovate without relying
on a flow state team installation how teams and companies can engage their employees in slow creation to unlock dormant
ideas stir up creative endeavors and jumpstart fragile ideas into working products user manipulation how tech products are
super charged with tricks secret techniques and neural transmitters like dopamine oxytocin and cortisol how those products
leverage cognitive mechanisms and psychological techniques to force user adoption and user behaviors contrarianism how
oppositional and backward thinking leaders create brand new categories and the products which dominate those categories
showmanship how tech players have presented their ideas to the world conjured up magic manufactured mystique and
presented compelling stories that have captured their audiences sustainable mystique triad a simple model for capturing
audiences consistently without relying on hype and hustle
アエネイス 2014-05-05 since sociologists returned to the study of culture in the past several decades a pursuit all but anathema for a
generation cultural sociology has emerged as a vibrant field edited by three leading cultural sociologists the oxford handbook of
cultural sociology presents the full theoretical and methodological vitality of this critically significant new area the handbook
gathers together works by authors confronting the crucial choices all cultural sociologists face today about analytic priorities
methods topics epistemologies ideologies and even modes of writing it is a vital collection of preeminent thinkers studying the
ways in which culture society politics and economy interact in the world organized by empirical areas of study rather than
particular theories or competing intellectual strands the handbook addresses power politics and states economics and
organization mass media social movements religion aesthetics knowledge and health allowing the reader to observe tensions as
well as convergences the collection displays the value of cultural sociology not as a niche discipline but as a way to view and
understand the many facets of contemporary society the first of its kind the oxford handbook of cultural sociology offers
comprehensive and immediate access to the real developments and disagreements taking place in the field and deftly
exemplifies how cultural sociology provides a new way of seeing and modeling social facts this groundbreaking readable
handbook is the first single volume to attempt to unify its diverse contemporary applications in a wide range of traditional
genres of sociology valuable for college universities and libraries supporting undergraduate and graduate degree programs in
sociology and history choice
Church work 1869 although the number of hymns composed in honour of the most popular member of the vedic pantheon is
nearly one fourth of the total a monograph on this important collection of religious poetry has up to now never been published it
has been the author s endeavour to ascertain and examine all relevant facts concerning their structure the contents and
composition of essential constituent parts of the hymns further this study tries to understand how the poets presented their
subject matter and elaborated their themes to illustrate by numerous translated quotations the character of their elements
praise prayer and references to sacrifices to investigate how far these are kept separate to examine numerous stylistic and
phraseological particulars and the various peculiarities of their versification as well as the syntactic aspects of this poetry
Distributed Computing 2011-03-03 an overview of wedding rituals for neopagans features ceremonies inspired by a wide
range of influences mythological love stories and belief systems including interfaith ceremonies allowing for just about any
combination of religions and tips on finding officiates suggested readings and more
... Commencement 1929 moving beyond worship wars over style and denominational proclivities this book considers all the
major biblical passages about worship regardless of their denomination pastors worship leaders and laypeople interested in the
biblical themes of worship will benefit from this definitive resource
Writing and Authority in Early China 1999-03-18 orders of knighthood are the most exclusive and prestigious institutions in the
world originally the preserve of royalty and aristocracy they now include amongst their membership tycoons such as rupert
murdoch entertainers sir mick jagger for example and world leaders nelson mandela burke s peerage and gentry have now
produced a major new study of the extant orders of knighthood and merit of every state the result of the collaboration of many
of the world s leading specialists the first section commences with detailed histories of the surviving confraternal orders
beginning with the famous order of malta the second section includes histories of all the great european single class collar
orders by date of foundation beginning with the order of the garter england and including the orders from austria denmark
germany italy poland scotland spain and sweden the third includes histories of the most prestigious orders of chivalry and the
remaining sections include one devoted to royal dynastic orders another to ladies orders and the largest section state merit
orders the main portion ends with a section on institutions of chivalric character each order s purpose structure investiture
details officers and membership requirements will be listed along with details of the insignia these lavishly illustrated full colour
volumes also include illustrations of the uniforms robes and insignia as well as photographs and paintings of related places and
people diplomas armorial bearings and ceremonies of investiture this unique volume will be of great interest to academics
historians collectors and members of any of the numerous international orders
The University of Tennessee Record 1935 the series religion and society rs contributes to the exploration of religions as



social systems both in western and non western societies in particular it examines religions in their differentiation from and
intersection with other cultural systems such as art economy law and politics due attention is given to paradigmatic case or
comparative studies that exhibit a clear theoretical orientation with the empirical and historical data of religion and such aspects
of religion as ritual the religious imagination constructions of tradition iconography or media in addition the formation of religious
communities their construction of identity and their relation to society and the wider public are key issues of this series
Memory in Vergil's Aeneid 2013-09-12 through a series of essays by leading demographers environmentalists and reproductive
health advocates a pivotal moment offers a new perspective on the complex connection between population dynamics and
environmental quality it presents the latest research on the relationship between population growth and climate change
ecosystem health and other environmental issues it surveys the new demographic landscape in which population growth rates
have fallen but human numbers continue to increase it looks back at the lessons learned from half a century of population policy
and forward to propose twenty first century population policies that are sustainable and just a pivotal moment puts forth the
concept of population justice which is inspired by reproductive justice and environmental justice movements population justice
holds that inequality is a root cause of both rapid population growth and environmental degradation as the authors in this
volume explain to slow population growth and build a sustainable future women and men need access to voluntary family
planning and other reproductive health services they need education and employment opportunities especially for women
population justice means tackling the deep inequities both gender and economic that are associated with rapid population
growth and unsustainable resource consumption where family planning is available where couples are confident their children
will survive where girls go to school where young men and women have economic opportunity there couples will have healthier
and smaller families
Genesis, A Royal Epic 2011-08-12 a cultural analysis of 1990s politics in the us detailing the rise of performance oriented
politics during clinton s presidency
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